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Introduction

ActiveMQ is one of many Open Source Java Messaging implementation that supports multiple 
platforms as well as multiple languages.
Another notable Open JMS implementations are OpenMQ which is the reference implementation 
for JMS by Sun Microsystems/Oracle, which I have used for several years under my work at Sun, 
but its time to explore what else is out there.

This tutorial forms the basis of my exploration of the Apache implementations of Open Source 
Enterprise Service Buses. The first being Apache Camel.

As I learn how to do implementations within the Open Source ESB products, I will be posting 
tutorials of my findings.

Messaging software forms the basis of an ESB implementation. It provides the capability divide and 
process asynchronously transactions. It also provides a method to scale implementations 
horizontally depending on the architecture of your solution.
It also provides one method to take advantage of multiprocessing capabilities of todays systems 
where we have multi-cores, multi-processors and multiple systems.

This tutorial is a first step tutorial and goes through the installation of ApacheMQ onto your system 
and verifying that the system works.

Installation of ActiveMQ

Requirements : Java JDK 1.6 or higher.

Download a copy of ActiveMQ from the Active MQ web site : http://activemq.apache.org/

Unzip the file, currently the latest version of ActiveMQ has the filename  apache-activemq-5.4.0-
bin.tar.gz for linux.

Place this extracted directory into the directory where you would like to run ActiveMQ. My 
preference is in the /opt directory on Linux.

Change to the “/opt/apache-activemq-5.4.0/bin/ directory and run “activemq start”.

http://activemq.apache.org/


You should get the following output.

For Windows, things are a little different, you just need to run “activemq” without the start option.
This will start ActiveMQ in a terminal window. You will also not get the prompt back.
about:home

100%about:home
ActiveMQ has now been installed.



Installation of HermesJMS

The next thing that we are going to install is a program called HermesJMS.
HermesJMS is an open source JMS queue viewer and is compatible with qute a number of JMS 
queue implementations.

HermesJMS can be found at http://www.hermesjms.com

Once you have downloaded a copy of HermesJMS, run the installation wizard by executing...

java jar hermesinstaller1.13.jar

http://www.hermesjms.com/


To execute, run the hermes.bat in Windows or hermes.sh in Unix.



To configure HermesJMS to connect to ActiveMQ.

Select, Options, then  Configuration



click on the “Providers” tab and then right click on the “Classpath Groups” area and select “Add 
Group”

Give the group, the name “ActiveMQ” and right click on the Library and click on “Add JAR(s)”.

Here we need to add the JARS required to communicate with Apache ActiveMQ.



Add the activemq-core-5.4.0.jar and the geronimo-j2ee-management_1.1_spec-1.0.1.jar files found 
in your activemq/lib directory.
These versions of the files are for ActiveMQ 5.4.0 and may differ depending on the version of 
ActiveMQ you have installed.

Next, select the Session tab and in the Session drop down box, enter a new session name called 
“ActiveMQ”.

Under the “Loader”, select the ActiveMQ provider that we created above.



Under Connection Factory, 
Select the org.apache.activemq.ActiveMQSslConnectionFactory and enter property 
brokerURL = tcp://localhost:61616

Under Destinations, add the FOO.BAR queue

Finally, enter something in “client”. In this case “xx” We just need a value here. Anything will do.



You should now have a configuration that looks like the following.



Now that ActiveMQ and Hermes has been installed, it is now time to test it.

Go to the URL http://localhost:8161/demo

You should now see the screen below.  

Click on the “Send a Message” link.

Enter a message, and click Send.

http://localhost:8161/demo


Bring up Hermes. Navigate to the FOO.BAR queue

And you will see your message.
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